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FLAVORED, PORTABLE OXYGEN INVADES THE MUSIC FESTIVAL SCENE 

 
Minnetonka, MN, May 3, 2016 -- Music lovers are struck with festival fever as summer show 

dates are fast approaching. These mega-concerts are equal parts exciting and exhausting, with endless 

dancing, drinking and blazing. Now, festival-goers are leaving their plastic cups and lighters behind and 

opting for a pure, more energizing experience with a trending wellness product: recreational oxygen.  

Reaching beyond the sweaty, tiring environment and smoke-filled festival air, Oxygen Plus (O+) 

elevates the festival experience of those who crave natural energy and recovery with a line of canned 

recreational oxygen that’s easy to carry and breathe when on the go. O+ is 95% pure oxygen, which 

delivers more than four times the amount of oxygen found in unpolluted, everyday air. 	

Inhaled through the mouth or the nose with the push of a button, O+ oxygen is an effective, 

natural way to restore energy levels to normal, healthy levels. At festivals and other crowded and 

congested events, a person’s oxygen levels can decrease, leaving him/her feeling sluggish and depleted. 

Oxygen Plus helps by offering a convenient, quick, healthy dose of pollution-free, oxygen enriched air. 

Elevating festival-goers at the annual Bud Light Digital Dreams Music Festival in Toronto, Canada, Oxygen 

Plus was a big hit with wellness minded partiers who wanted a portable, natural boost to sustain their 

energy level throughout the day. 

Across the U.S., breathing supplemental oxygen is being herald as the newest, healthier way to 

bring out the inner rock star. Oxygen Plus, dubbed the “Evian of the air industry,” is galvanizing 

awareness. Celebrities like Lady Gaga, Mick Jagger and Justin Timberlake use oxygen on tours and in their 

daily life to restore vitality and feel more youthful. As more and more millennials are embracing the 

wellness mindset, natural energy alternatives like Oxygen Plus are being adopted as a healthier alternative 

to drug and alcohol consumption at festivals and in other social settings. Stylish, portable, and available in 

various flavors and sizes, Oxygen Plus provides attendees with a side-effect free restorative experience, 

with an inherent cool factor, that smartly helps one avoid post-party fog and the unwanted symptoms of a 

late night out.  



In addition to restoring energy at a festival, a few deep breaths of O+ oxygen can improve mental 

clarity, increase alertness and energy, and help the body recuperate after vigorous physical activity1.  

Simply position the canister opening near the mouth or nose, press the top down, and inhale O+. Three to 

five breaths usually does the trick, but it depends on one’s environment and activity level. 

The Oxygen Plus product line-up includes the pocket-friendly O+ Mini, offering 24+ breaths, and 

the oxygen-packed O+ Skinni, offering 50+ breaths. Either option is the perfect fit for a person’s festival 

packing list, and offers multiple uses or occasions per canister. Oxygen Plus products come in a variety of 

flavors, including Natural, Peppermint and Pink Grapefruit, and are available online at oxygenplus.com. 

USAGE NOTE: Oxygen Plus products are a healthy, effective portable oxygen solution for anyone who 
needs energy restoration. WARNING: Any person with impaired heart or lung function or other medical 
conditions should consult with his or her physician prior to using O+ products. O+ products are intended 
for recreational, intermittent use only, not to be used as medical or life-saving device. 
 
1 Moss, MC, Scholey, AB, Wesnes, K, “Oxygen administration selectively enhances cognitive performance 
in healthy young adults: A placebo-controlled double-blind crossover study,” Journal of 
Psychopharmacology, 1998 Dec.;138:27-33. 
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EDITOR'S NOTE: For more information about Oxygen Plus and to arrange to speak with a company 
spokesperson, please contact Nancy Trent or Pamela Wadler at 212-966-0024 or 
pam@trentandcompany.com. 
 
 


